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Executive Summary
This deliverable presents the results of “Task 3.1 – DELTA Virtual Node Infrastructure Layer Design”
describing the architectural design of two layers that constitute the infrastructure. The definition of the
Virtual Node architecture will provide fundamental information for the implementation of this layer
including its building blocks, components, interdependencies among components and potential related
constraints.
The first part refers to the design and implementation methodology of the DELTA Virtual Node
Platform (DVNP). The second part refers to the design and implementation methodology of the
DELTA Virtual Node (DVN). As a starting point, we define the design methodology that we
followed and introduce the intermediate processes and flows. Three architectural viewpoints have
been analysed thoroughly for the aforementioned layers:
 The logical view, which presents the functional dependencies between the constituent modules of
the layers and provides information about the functionalities of the system.
 The deployment view, which presents each layer’s hardware requirements, as well as, the
physical deployment of software components of the infrastructure. In addition, this view includes
information pertaining to the APIs exposed by the components and their interconnections with
APIs of other components, as well as, the type of information exchange between them.
 The development view, which is related to the software requirements regarding the development
of system components. This view provides details concerning the software packages and
languages that have been employed for their development.
Finally, the basic operational scenarios of the DELTA Virtual Node Platform (DVNP) have been
described appropriately, providing information for the communication with other components of the
system and its interaction with the system’s actors.
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1.
1.1

Introduction
Scope and objectives of the deliverable

This deliverable is associated with Task 3.1 of the DELTA project and provides the complete
description of the DELTA Virtual Node Infrastructure, which consists of two fundamental layers: 1)
the DELTA Virtual Node Platform (DVNP) and, 2) the DELTA Virtual Node (DVN). More
specifically, this report builds on top of the results of WP1 and WP2 in terms of technical
requirements and business models respectively, in order to provide multiple architectural views of the
layers of the aforementioned infrastructure. The architectural view presented in this report refer to the
logical, deployment, development and operational views of these two layers. The architecture has been
designed with the intention to ensure and promote stability, interoperability, security and real-time
operation of the infrastructure. In addition, the interfaces with other key components of DELTA have
been presented and analysed. The outcome of this report sets the basis for the facilitation of a bidirectional framework for the exchange of Demand Response (DR) events and signals within
DELTA’s operational scenarios promoting scalability and extendibility.
1.2

Structure of the deliverable

The purpose of this deliverable is to describe the architecture of the DELTA Virtual Node
infrastructure. The architectural design framework of this layer covers and presents all the aspects
concerning its functional requirements and technical specifications. Towards this direction, the
fundamental architectural views have been presented in detail. To address these requirements, this
report is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the methodology that has been followed for the definition and the design of the
architecture of the DELTA Virtual Node Platform (DVNP). Three architectural viewpoints (logical,
development, deployment) are presented, along with the related operational scenarios that provide
insight in regards to the significance of the platform in facilitating the operations next generation
energy Aggregators. The information included in this chapter are fundamental for the implementation
of the DVNP.
Chapter 3 presents the design methodology and the architectural viewpoints of the DELTA Virtual
Node (DVN). The respective three architectural views have been also analysed. In addition, the
included DELTA key components of the layer and their interfaces have been presented with detailed
component diagrams.
Chapter 4 recapitulates the main conclusions and findings of this deliverable and introduces the next
steps for subsequent deliverables.
1.3

Relation to Other Tasks and Deliverables

The functional and technical requirements derived in WP1 and the business models consolidated in
WP2 constitute the initial set of requirements for the definition of the design and implementation
methodology for the DELTA Virtual Node Platform (DVNP) and the DELTA Virtual Node (DVN). In
addition, the ontologies defined in D1.3 provide the necessary groundwork for the design of the
Virtual Node’s interfaces, further extensions that are documented in this deliverable and the
identification of all the related parameters.
The outcome of this report will provide valuable input to the development activities of WP4 and WP5
concerning the design and implementation of the DELTA’s Aggregator and blockchain infrastructures.
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2.

DELTA Virtual Node Platform (DVNP)

2.1

Design & Implementation Methodology

2.1.1 Context & Design
The DELTA Virtual Node Platform (DVNP) was designed and implemented according to the user and
market requirements, which were extracted from the results of WP1 and WP2. More specifically, the
following basic functionalities are included:
1. A concrete overview of the Aggregator’s portfolio;
2. Management of the Aggregator’s portfolio, e.g., adding/removing new customers, creating onthe-fly new DVNs etc.;
3. Issuing optimally dispatched DR requests to the Aggregator’s infrastructure;
4. Monitors the status of DR events and their compliance to the requested target;
5. Social collaboration and gamification tools that promote, among others, customer
engagement.
The purpose of designing this platform is to provide the Aggregator with all relevant operational and
financial information, which are useful for managing efficiently his portfolio. The user (Aggregator)
can use the platform in the following cases, in order to maximize his business profit:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Respond to flexibility requests from the DNO by issuing DR requests to the DVNs and then to
the appropriate FEIDs (via enabling smart contracts);
Send and manage DR requests to the portfolio for energy trading purposes;
Send and manage DR requests for self-balancing purposes;
Provide real-time asset monitoring and secure control of FEIDs and DVNs.

The user can be also logged in as a customer. The dedicated dashboard contains the required
information to monitor mainly the comfort conditions, the smart contracts that the customer is
participating in and the respective DR transactions that are logged on DELTA’s blockchain.
Τhe aforementioned use cases are the most representative of those included in the four key business
scenarios analysed extensively in the deliverable D1.1, along with the relevant user requirements.
Towards covering all the necessary requirements, the architecture of the DVNP follows the clientserver model, where the front-end part (client-side) contains the User Interface and the back-end part
(server-side) is responsible for managing requests, data and communication with the back-end
components of the platform. The front-end employs web services that are exposed by the back-end,
which allows it to retrieve the data that are presented to the user and to store the data that the user
wants to upload to the platform. The front-end consists of the following components: i) Menu
(Overview, DVNs, and Customers), ii) DR emulator, iii) Historical, iv) Events, iv) Trading, v) Smart
Contracts, vi) Collaboration, vii) Settings and, viii) Gamification. The back-end consists of a REST
API layer, where all the web services are defined and allows the communication with the layer that
contains the functions of the back-end core components. More specifically, the DVNP web service
communicates with the: i) DELTA Virtual Nodes (DVNs), ii) DELTA Repository, iii) DELTA Cyber
Security Services and, iv) components of the DELTA Aggregator, thus enabling a multi-layer
interaction.
2.1.2 Front-End
In this sub-section, we present the functionalities supported by the current version of the DVNP. These
functionalities will be enhanced and enriched as more progress is made in the work cycles of the
project.
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2.1.2.1 Welcome page
The platform currently supports two types of user interface formats. The user can login either as an
Aggregator or as a Customer. After the registration in the platform, the content is personalized. The
information required for the registration and the login can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2
respectively.

Figure 1 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, Registration page
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Figure 2 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, Login page
2.1.2.2 Overview page
In Figure 3, we present the overview page where the user (Aggregator) can see basic information
concerning the status of the connected FEIDs and the market status. More specifically, the user can
check the following:




FEIDs health: how many of the FEIDs are online/offline (%);
FEIDs reliability: the average of all FEIDs reliability (0-1);
Day-ahead Market Trading imbalance: this indicator is a forecasted percentage of the
volatility of energy market prices for a day-ahead time frame.
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Figure 3 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, Overview page
2.1.2.3 DVNs page
In the DVNs tab, the Aggregator can have compiled detailed information for the status of the DVNs
(Figure 4). More specifically, the Aggregator can filter the DVNs according to the following
parameters:





Flexibility
Load
Generation
Battery storage

In addition, all the DR related information (completed, running, pending DR events) per DVN are
presented in this view.

Figure 4 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, DVNs page
The Aggregator can also inspect the status FEIDs that are assigned to DVNs. By clicking on the name
of a DVN, the following information for the FEIDs are presented (Figure 5):
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Reliability;
Customer Type;
Consumption;
Generation;
Battery Storage.

Figure 5 FEIDs of one selected DVN
2.1.2.4 Customers page
Figure 5 depicts the Customers page, where information about the comfort levels of the users’ devices
(lighting, HVAC etc.) are presented. This view enables the deployment of efficient load control
strategies.

Figure 6 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, Customers page
2.1.2.5 DR emulator page
A DR emulator page is also provided to the user (Aggregator) offering the possibility of creating
customized explicit or implicit DR events. The DR emulator will be used in order to emulate signals
originating from higher level stakeholders towards the Aggregator, in order to evaluate the overall
system performance.
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Figure 7 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, DR emulator page
2.1.2.6 Trading page
In this page, the most important parameters related to Energy Trading are presented depending on the
date. The currently depicted parameters are the following:






Capacity Bought;
Capacity Sold;
Energy Price;
Deviation;
Penalties;

Figure 8 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, Trading page
2.1.2.7 Smart Contracts
The user can also check the smart contract’s information per customer ID. The presented information
are the following:
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Customer ID;
Type of DR event (Implicit/Explicit);
DVN ID to which the customer belongs;
FEID ID to which the customer belongs;
Number of sent DR signals;
Number of applied DR signals;

Figure 9 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, Smart Contracts page
2.1.2.8 Collaboration
An additional page view refers to the collaboration framework, which enables the users to ask
questions to the forum, receive answers and chat with other users.

Figure 10 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, Collaboration page
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2.1.2.9 Gamification
The use of the Collaboration platform by the user triggers the Gamification component, which grants
points to the user. An overview of the provided information through the Gamification framework are
presented below:

Figure 11 DELTA – Virtual Node Platform, Gamification page
2.2

Logical View

This section refers to the logical view of the DELTA Virtual Node Platform (DVNP). The scope of
this view is to present the decomposition of the system into the functional components of which it is
consisted. The fundamental components of the platform that bring its main functionalities are those
that constitute the Innovative Customer Engagement Tools. An initial version of the logical view of
these tools was introduced in D1.2. In this report, we present an updated version of them including
updates/modifications that were identified during the development activities of the project. In Figure
11, an updated version of the Innovative Customer Engagement Tools is presented.
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Figure 12 Logical decomposition of the DELTA Virtual Node Platform to its constituent
modules.
The DVNP communicates with the P2P network via the CIM gateway, like any other layer of the
platform. The CIM interfaces with the Knowledge Graph Service, the Knowledge Graph Publisher and
the Validation Service via RESTful APIs. All the aforementioned new components are separate
processes. The updated interfaces of the other fundamental components are depicted in the following
sections with UML diagrams.
2.2.1 DR Visualization Kit
In this section, we present the updated logical view of the Demand Response (DR) Visualization Kit.
The interfaces of this module are presented in Figure 13. This component of the DVNP is a web-based
user interface that shows all the information related to Demand Response programs’ applied at the
DVN and FEID levels. Information concerning the completed, running and pending DR events along
with the information for the achieved KW per DR event are presented per DVN and per device. The
component receives the Nodes’ profiles and the FEIDs’ profiles from the DELTA Aggregator’s CIM
and DELTA Virtual Node’s CIM respectively.

Figure 13 Updated logical view of the Demand Response Visualization Kit module of
the DELTA Virtual Node Platform.
Compared to the previous version, the two interfaces that were presented in the deliverable D1.2 have
been renamed to Nodes profiles instead of aggregated profiling and FEIDs profiles instead of Node
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profiling. In addition, an additional interface was added, which depicts the historical data received
from the DELTA Repository. Thus, this component has three interfaces to gather data and no interface
to expose data, since it only provides visualized data to the user presenting an overview of the DRrelated data in the platform.
2.2.2 Award-enabled Energy Behavioural Platform
In this section, we present the updated logical view of the Award-enabled Energy Behavioural
Platform. The following figure illustrates the interfaces of this module. This component creates a game
environment enabling the users to participate in the context of the energy Demand Response
programs’ application. This component provides rewards to the end-users based on their participation
in the game. The granted rewards are considered by other DELTA components and sub-components to
provide special treatments in terms of demand response to the devices belonging to the awarded endusers.

Figure 14 Updated logical view of the Award-enabled Energy Behavioural Platform of the
DELTA Virtual Node Platform.
As explained in the deliverable D1.2, the Award-enabled Energy Behavioural Platform does not have
a specific API and since the reward is granted, this is sent directly to the DELTA Repository.
2.2.3 Social Interaction and Cooperation
This section describes the updated logical view of the Social Interaction and Cooperation component.
This component provides the user that are part of large portfolios with useful information and features.
More specifically, best tailored-practices to follow, suggestions and incentives, a social network,
activities related to DELTA platform, Q&A chats, notifications of social activities and content posting
are the most important services provided to the users. The functionalities of this component enable the
user to interact among them and the platform. In addition, it is linked with the Award-enabled Energy
behavioural Platform and the Demand Response Visualization Kit allowing the users to check their
rewards and visualize the information related to their devices linked to the DELTA platform.
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Figure 15 Updated logical view of the Social Interaction and Cooperation Platform of the
DELTA Virtual Node Platform.
It should be mentioned that this component does not have a specific interface to expose data, since it is
related to users’ activities and it does not generate data for the platform. The depicted interfaces are
required for data gathering. The rewards’ interface represents its interaction with the Social Interaction
and Cooperation and the Nodes profiles corresponds to the real-time visualization data, which are
related to Demand Response Visualization Kit.
2.2.4 Gamification
Along with the aforementioned components that constitute the DELTA Virtual Node Platform, there is
also one back-end component, which communicates with the Award-enabled Energy Behavioural
Platform and the Social Interaction and Cooperation. Therefore, when a user participates in a game,
the Gamification framework is informed via a push notification and the corresponding points are
updated. Then, respective rewards are granted to the user through the Award-enabled Energy
Behavioural Platform. The users can see their points and badges and check their rewards through the
visualized framework of the Social Interaction and Cooperation.

Figure 16 Logical view of the Gamification framework of the DELTA Virtual Node Platform.
2.3

Deployment View

In this section, we present the topology of software components on the physical layer, as well as, the
physical connections between these components. The following figure presents the deployment view
diagram of the DVNP. The software components, that comprise the DVNP, are deployed on a physical
device, e.g., a server machine, which is called DVNP server. The upper layer is the CIM that is the
gateway of the platform to the P2P network. The CIM interfaces with the Knowledge Graph Service,
the Knowledge Graph Publisher and the Validation Service via RESTful APIs.
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Figure 17 Deployment diagram of the DELTA Virtual Node Platform
The Innovative Customer Engagement Tools constitute the basic components of the DVNP. These
components are web-based and they receive JSON-LD payloads from the Knowledge Graph Service
and the Knowledge Graph Publisher via the interface of the web server.
2.4

Development View

In this section, we provide implementation details regarding the software packages, which were used
for the development of the DVNP.
2.4.1 Approach and employed technologies for the development DVNP
The Virtual DELTA Node Platform is a web application that follows the server-client architectural
paradigm and therefore, utilizes web development frameworks that enable this approach. The serverside of the platform is built with the Liferay v6.2 content management framework, which allows data
storage, application logic implementation and web service deployment. The client-side of the
platform, which provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to the end-user, is developed in HTML5,
SCSS, the Angular v1.5.0 web application framework and the Angular Material v1.1.19 User Interface
(UI) component framework. The Angular framework allows the rapid development of the front-end as
a single-page application, where some of the application logic is implemented client-side and data
manipulation is achieved by consuming web services exposed by the platform’s back-end. By this
way, the end user does not have to reload the page and the application is easier to use, as well as, more
responsive and consumes less network traffic.
2.4.1.1 Liferay
The Liferay content management framework offers developers the ability to rapidly develop web
applications using popular technologies such as the Java programming language, the MySQL database
server and RESTful web services via the Tomcat application server. Java is a high-level, objectoriented, cross-platform programming language that features a large standard library and the ability to
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build web applications that can be deployed by Java application servers. Developers use Java to build
portlets, which can be thought of as Java web applications, containing application logic and access to
database data that is exposed via RESTful web services when the portlet is deployed on Tomcat.
While Liferay may also be used to develop the front-end of a web application with the use of Java
server pages, in the case of the Social Interaction Platform the portlet only contained web services that
enabled access to the back-end. Liferay provides a mechanism where the developer describes the
application entities in XML format and subsequently the corresponding tables are auto-generated in
the database and Java classes that provide basic CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations on
these tables are also auto-generated. By utilizing the aforementioned classes, the developer is able to
write the application logic in the web services without having to deal with the database directly. This
mechanism also allows Liferay to employ a cache of database data that significantly increases the
access speed to the data, especially in heavy usage scenarios. Liferay also features premade entities,
such as users, user groups, categories, social relationships, calendar events, entities for messaging and
forum implementation, etc., which are common in web applications and thus expedites the
development effort.
2.4.1.2 Angular
The Angular framework is designed to facilitate the development of single-page web applications and
overcome the shortcomings of HTML when displaying dynamic content. It enables developers to build
web applications where the client-side follows the model-view-controller design pattern where
presentation, data and logic components are separated. This is made possible by Angular being able to
provide two-way data binding between model and view, which means that the view is updated
whenever the model changes and the model is updated whenever the view changes. Two-way data
binding allows view templates to exist in client-side code only as data are fetched from the back-end
via web services, thus relieving the server-side of this responsibility. The controller contains
JavaScript code where the behaviour of the view (HTML page) is defined by writing in a clean
readable form without the usual approach of manipulating the HTML DOM (Document Object
Model) and listening for changes. The view contains more than regular HTML code because Angular
allows the custom extension of the HTML language by providing a feature called Directives.
Directives let you define custom HTML syntax by placing markers on a DOM element, which attach a
specific behaviour to that element or may transform that element and its children. Angular comes with
pre-build directives to address basic functions, but most importantly it allows the developer to create
his own directives that represent reusable components that hide complex DOM structure and
behaviour. This feature renders Angular an open and extensible framework with multiple third-party
plugins that enrich the functionality of a web application built with the Angular framework.
2.4.1.3 Angular Material
Angular Material is a User Interface Component framework for web applications built with the
Angular framework. It is also a reference implementation of Google’s Material Design specification,
providing a set of reusable, well tested, and accessible UI components based on Material Design.
Material Design is a specification for a unified system of visual, motion, and interaction design that
adapts across different devices and different screen sizes. Material Design makes use of grid-based
layouts, responsive animations and transitions, padding, and depth effects such as lighting and
shadows.
2.4.2 Approach and used technologies for Gamification
The Gamification Framework is structured as a central framework. All the relevant DELTA
components communicate with this framework via REST calls. The Gamification Framework is
implemented using the technologies presented in brief in the next sub-sections.
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2.4.2.1 RESTful web API
The representational state transfer (REST) is the software architectural style of the World Wide Web.
It consists of a coordinated set of components, connectors, and data elements within a distributed
hypermedia system, where the focus is on component roles and a specific set of interactions between
data elements rather than implementation details. Its purpose is to induce performance, scalability,
simplicity, modifiability, visibility, portability, and reliability.
2.4.2.2 Node.js
Node.js is a server-based platform for distributed applications. It is often used for implementing web
servers. Applications are developed in JavaScript. Node.js is MIT-licensed, which allows free usage. It
is very lightweight in terms of storage because of its event-driven architecture. This gives a very fast
performance. Node.js is available for Mac, Windows and UNIX. It is a widely used technology.
The Node.js binary already includes some basic modules. Further modules can be installed, updated
and resolved over its package manager npm (Node Package Manager). There is very active
community support so that thousands of modules are available.
2.4.2.3 CIM
The Common Information Model (CIM) aims to provide a model of information elements used for
information exchange between components as well as for modelling work performed by other tasks.
As described extensively in the deliverable D1.3, the CIM definition is considered as a shared
vocabulary that enables to address the information needs for the DELTA platform components.
2.5

Operational Scenarios

In this section, the scenarios, that are currently operational on the platform, have been described.
These scenarios have been designed according to the use cases defined in D1.1. More specifically,
each of the operational scenarios covers a part of the functionalities declared in the DELTA business
scenarios and the respective use cases.
2.5.1 Operational Scenario 1: Dispatch of Explicit DR signal from Aggregator to DVN (no
Blockchain)
In this scenario, the Aggregator can send directly an explicit DR signal to a DVN. The stimulus for
sending this signal can be a flexibility request from the DSO or an energy market price signal. This
scenario is linked with Business Scenario 1 and Business Scenario 3. This correlation along with the
relevant use cases is depicted in the figure below.
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Figure 18 Connection of Operational Scenario 1 with DELTA Business Scenarios and Use Cases
This operational scenario is structured by the following sequence of steps:
 Through the DR emulator on the Aggregator’s UI, an explicit DR signal for reducing
consumption is sent directly to a DVN;
 The DVN evaluates the DR signal and “decides” if it can service it based on the flexibility
availability of the available FEIDs ( 3 real FEIDs in the CERTH/ITI Smart House);
 The DVN will service the DR and creates DR explicit signals for energy reduction for each
selected FEID:
o One or More FEIDs will be selected based on certain criteria.
 FEIDs receive the DR signal and turn off loads to successfully meet the required reduction;
 The DVN monitors the FEIDs’ consumption and evaluates that the DR is successful;
 One of the FEIDs cannot meet the DR:
o The DVN re-plans after two failed attempts and requests more from other FEIDs
within (intra matchmaking);
o The DVN re-plans after two failed attempts and requests more from other DVNs
(inter matchmaking);
 The DVN cannot service the DR.
The above steps are summarized in the following figure, where the algorithmic sequence and the
interactions are depicted.
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Figure 19 Operational Scenario 1 in the DVNP
2.5.2 Operational Scenario 2: Dispatch of Implicit DR signal from Aggregator to DVN (Blockchain
application)
In this scenario, the Aggregator can send an implicit DR signal to a DVN through the UI. The stimulus
for sending this signal can be a change into the RTP. This scenario is linked with Business Scenario 2
and Business Scenario 4. This correlation along with the relevant use cases is presented in the
following figure.
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Figure 20 Connection of Operational Scenario 2 with DELTA Business Scenarios and
Use Cases
This operational scenario is structured by the following sequence of steps:
 Through the Aggregator’s UI, an implicit DR signal is generated;
 The DR event is wrapped in a transaction and is posted on DELTA’s blockchain (the
Aggregator can see the event);
 The UI is updated when the DR event has been successfully registered on the blockchain;
 The DVN doesn’t alter the DR and it sends it as it is to the FEIDs;
 All FEIDs are informed that a new implicit DR event has been created;
 FEID02 updates the RTP scheme locally with the new information;
 An optimization engine (unit commitment problem) is triggered to re-calculate the set points
for all deployed assets;
 The new schedule is created/visualized on the FEID/Customer UI and the customer decides on
her future consumption patterns.
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Figure 21 Operational Scenario 2 in the DVNP
2.5.3 Operational Scenario 3: Register/Update/Delete FEID
In this scenario, the Aggregator/Installer can register a new FEID in the DELTA platform through the
UI. The options to update the characteristics or even delete a FEID are also available through the UI.
This scenario is linked with Business Scenario 2. This correlation along with the relevant use cases is
presented in the following figure.
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Figure 22 Connection of Operational Scenario 3 with DELTA Business Scenarios and
Use Cases
This operational scenario is structured by the following sequence of steps:






Through the Installer’s UI a new FEID is created;
Specific devices are added;
The new FEID is registered to the Portfolio;
The Segmentation Engine is triggered and the new FEID is assigned to a DVN;
The Clustering engine of the DVN agent will be invoked and the newly assigned FEID will be
allocated to the appropriate cluster;
 Through the Installer’s UI the FEID can be updated -> again the Segmentation/Clustering
engines will produce changes;
 Through the Installer’s UI the FEID can be deleted / removed -> again the
Segmentation/Clustering engines will produce changes;
 All the changes can be viewed through the Aggregator’s UI.
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Figure 23 Operational Scenario 3 in the DVNP
2.5.4 Operational Scenario 4: Receive and handle OpenADR Compliant DR signals
In this scenario, the Aggregator can receive and handle OpenADR compliant events by a third party
implementation (e.g. EPRI VEN/VTN) through DELTA’s Aggregator layer. This scenario is linked
with Business Scenario 2 and Business Scenario 3. This correlation along with the relevant use cases
is presented in the figure below.
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Figure 24 Connection of Operational Scenario 4 with DELTA Business Scenarios and
Use Cases
This operational scenario is perceived as follows:
 An OpenADR compliant event is received by the Aggregator layer, is assessed and it is
optimally dispatched to its lower layers (DVNs and then the FEIDs).

Figure 25 Operational Scenario 4 in the DVNP
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3.
3.1

DELTA Virtual Node (DVN)
Design & Implementation Methodology

In this section, we present the methodology that we followed to design and implement the DELTA
Virtual Node (DVN), which lies at the core of DELTA’s innovation. We begin by briefly introducing
the main concept of this new layer and, subsequently, we provide details on the organization of this
section’s content.
The DVN layer extends the notion of Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) by enhancing the segmentation of
the energy portfolio available to the Aggregator through the use of innovative and dynamically
updated characteristics. The DVN maintains clusters of customers based on relevant common
characteristics. When a customer’s characteristics are altered, she will be automatically be reassigned
to another cluster or DVN, depending on the altered characteristics. The DVN’s Multi Agent System
(MAS) undertakes various tasks. It creates and maintains profiles for customers that are assigned to it.
The DVN’s MAS is heavily involved in servicing, as optimally as possible, input DR signals. This
process may involve resources that are specifically assigned to one DVN, or, collaboration of multiple
DVNs to cover a variety of scenarios, such as when one of more assets fail to comply with their target.
This procedure is completely automated, based on well-defined protocols, and transparent to the
Aggregator. The latter is only involved on rare occasions where the MAS of the DVNs is unable to
handle the issue on its own. The DVNs provide real-time information to the Aggregator in regards to
the status of the customers assigned to them, as well as, various forecasting data to facilitate optimal
dispatch of the Aggregator’s Decision Support System (DSS). DVNs employ self-learning
mechanisms to adjust the data exported to the Aggregator in order to provide for increased accuracy.
The content presented here is organized as follows. First, from a conceptual point of view, each DVN
is responsible for managing customers that are part of a particular sector of the energy grid. Thus, to
provide a standardized and interoperable manner for encoding geographical sectors/areas, we
identified the need to incorporate to DELTA’s formal ontology concepts that will allow us to encode
this information. Second, following a similar argumentation, we also need a formal framework to
encode the geographical location of customers. These two issues are addressed in Section 3.1.1, where
we introduce all of the relevant ontological concepts. Third, during our design process, we identified
additional interfaces that needed to be defined, which are not presented in D1.2. We formally
introduce these interfaces and their respective functionalities in Section 3.1.2. Fourth, one of the main
goals of DELTA is to provide a platform that can not only integrate with DELTA-specific
clients/components, but also one that can be, as transparently as possible, integrated to the existing
infrastructure. Our approach for providing this level of interoperability is introduced in Section 3.1.3.
Recall that interoperability of DELTA’s components/layers is already provided by DELTA’s Common
Information Model (CIM), which is presented in D1.3 and is, thus, not discussed here. Fifth, to
provide for an accurate description of the DVN’s architecture, we employ the “4+1 Architectural view
model” ([1]), which is one of the most predominant methods to present system architectures and
provide relevant information to multiple entities, such as stakeholders, managers, developers and endusers. More specifically, in this deliverable, we introduce the DVN’s logical (Section 3.2),
development (Section 3.3) and deployment (Section 3.4) views. The process view will be presented in
D3.2, which presents the implementation of the DVN, and the scenario view is address in D1.1.
Lastly, in Section 3.5, we discuss issues related to the DVN’s security.
3.1.1 Ontology for Geographical Location & Areas
In this section, we will present the ontology that we will use to encode the geographical location of
end-customers (FEIDs), or other industrial clients that are part of the Aggregator’s portfolio. In
addition, we will illustrate the ontology that will be used to encode the geographical areas that DVNs
manage.
In order to encode the geographical location of end-customers and other industrial clients that are part
of the Aggregator’s portfolio, as well as to encode the geographical areas that DVNs manage, we
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decided to use GeoSPARQL. GeoSPARQL was developed as a standard geographic query language
for RDF data and it supports representing and querying geospatial data on the Semantic Web. It also
defines an ontology for representing geospatial data in RDF and it defines an extension to the
SPARQL query language for processing geospatial data.
The GeoSPARQL ontology defines concepts that allow the representation of features and geometries.
Three main classes are defined, i.e., ogc:SpatialObject, ogc:Feature and ogc:Geometry. In addition,
ogc:Geometry has sixteen sub-classes defining a hierarchy of geometry types, e.g., ogc:Curve,
ogc:Polygon and ogc:Triangle. Features can connect to their geometries via the ogc:hasGeometry
property. GeoSPARQL provides two different means of representing geometry literals and their
associated type hierarchies, i.e., WKT and GML. The ogc:asWKT and ogc:asGML properties link the
geometry entities to the geometry literal representations. Values for these properties use the geosf:WKTLiteral and geo-gml:GMLLiteral data types respectively.

Figure 26: GeoSPARQL ontology main concept depiction.
The above figure illustrates an overview of GeoSPARQL’s main concepts. For the sake of readability,
we have used the prefix ogc to represent the URI http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql.
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Figure 27: Example instantiation of the GeoSPARQL ontology.
Figure 27 illustrates an example instantiation of the GeoSPARQL ontology to represent the location of
a smart house in a given sector. It can be observed that there are three individuals created, namely,
SmartHouse1, Sector1 and Polygon1. SmartHouse1 corresponds to a FEID in DELTA’s context.
Sector1 is a Feature and Polygon1 is Geometry. The association between Sector1 and Polygon1
represents their areas, which is encoded in WTK syntax.
In addition to GeoSPARQL, we have also decided to use the WGS84 Geo Positioning ontology
(Figure 28) which represents latitude, longitude and altitude information in the WGS84 geodetic
reference datum. This ontology includes two classes, geo:SpatialThing, which represents anything
with spatial extent, and geo:Point, which is a subclass of geo:SpatialThing that represents a point using
a coordinate system relative to Earth. The ontology also represents several properties to determine the
location of an object, e.g., geo:lat and geo:long.

Figure 28: WGS84 Geo Positioning ontology.
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Figure 29: Example instantiation of the WGS84 Geo Positioning ontology.
Figure 29 illustates an example instantiation of the WGS84 Geo Positioning ontology. It can be
observed that with this ontology can be used to represent the longitude and latitude coordinates of a
particular asset, Sensor1, in DELTA’s context.
3.1.2 Specification of Additional Interfaces
In this section, we will present the specification of a set of interfaces that are not presented in D1.2. or
D1.3, since they were identified during the design process of the DVN. These interfaces are as
follows: 1) assigning a FEID to a DVN, 2) removing a FEID from its associated DVN and, 3)
querying FEID profile(s). Table 1 provides a succinct description of these interfaces and their access
mode.
Table 1 Overview of additional DVN interfaces that were identified during the design process of
the DVN
Interface

R/W

Description

Assign FEID

W

This interface receives information related to the FEID’s storage,
generation and consumption capacities, the type of the customer to whose
site it is installed, which encode the customer’s contractual agreement with
the Aggregator, as well as, the site’s geolocation.

Remove FEID

W

This interface receives the UUID of a FEID and dissociates it from the
DVN.

FEID Profile

R

This interfaces provides information related to the profile(s) of the FEID(s)
that are associated with the receiving DVN.

Figure 30 illustrates the ontology concepts related to the Assign FEID interface. The JSON Schema
that describes the structure of the data that need to be contained in this interface, as well as, an
example of a JSON-LD payload are provided in Annex 0.
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FFigure 30: Ontology concepts related to the Assign FEID interface.

Figure 31 shows the ontology concepts related to the Remove FEID interface. The JSON Schema that
describes the structure of the data that need to be contained in this interface, as well as, an example of
a JSON-LD payload are provided in Annex 0.

Figure 31: Ontology concepts related to the Remove FEID interface.
Figure 32 summarizes the concepts in the ontology model that are related to this interface. The JSON
Schema that describes the structure of the data that need to be contained in this interface, as well as, an
example of a JSON-LD payload are provided in Annex 0.
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Figure 32: Ontology concepts related to the FEID Profile interface.

3.1.3 Integrating Non-DELTA customers with the DELTA Aggregator Infrastructure
DELTA is designed to be semantically interoperable, thus, non-DELTA components will be able to
exchange data transparently with the platform. The pillar software component that allows us to
integrate external services is the CIM, specifically, its sub-component the Knowledge Graph
Publisher; which is deployed as a micro-service in the local infrastructure of the non-DELTA
components.
We differentiate between two main external components that can be included in the DELTA platform:
OpenADR-compliant and third party services. In both cases, they must follow a RESTfull approach to
publish their data. Nevertheless, no restrictions over the format used to express their data or model
used are assumed.
In order to integrate a non-DELTA component in the platform, three main challenges must be
addressed: 1) data access, 2) translating the format of the original data to the DELTA format (JSONLD) and, 3) adapting the original model to the DELTA model, i.e., the DELTA Ontology. On the one
hand, integrating OpenADR-compliant components is straightforward since the DELTA Ontology
subsumes the OpenADR data model and, thus, integrating this kind of components will be a matter of
translating from the xml format that OpenADR uses to the JSON-LD of DELTA. On the other hand,
third party components use a format and a model unknown beforehand by the platform and, thus,
depending on the service been integrated, we will first need to align their model to the DELTA
ontology, and then, translate from their data format to DELTA’s format (JSON-LD).
The two previously explained cases are resolved in the same way by relying on the CIM’s subcomponent the Knowledge Graph Publisher which, using a provided setup is able to access data of
third party services, adapt their model into the DELTA ontology and translate from their data format
to the one of DELTA (JSON-LD). This is especially relevant since integrating new infrastructure does
not require developing/writing new code, but only providing a setup, easing the integration task of
components by, e.g., practitioners, as it does not incur involved IT skills, such as programming.
Figure 33 depicts how the integration task is carried out. An external Service must provide a setup to
our Knowledge Graph Publisher, which enlists the endpoints of the service, specifies their format and
provides a set of translation rules form the original model to the DELTA Ontology provided. Once the
setup is provided, the CIM will provide a unified view of the external service by means of a set of
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interfaces: SPARQL offers a W3C endpoint to solve queries, Resource is a set of interfaces that allow
access to the different entities in the data described by means of the DELTA Ontology and, finally,
Dataset publishes in one document the whole data gathered by this component. Notice that this layer
within the CIM normalizes the data to the requirements of the DELTA platform and is based on W3C
standards, such as the SPARQL language, the OWL language to express ontologies and JSON-LD.
Finally, the CIM, via its CIM Client sub-component, adapts the endpoints of the Knowledge Graph
Publisher to the OpenADR standard and offers such interfaces to the Peer-to-Peer network of DELTA
(as required by this Standard).

Figure 33: Illustration of the integration task for non-DELTA components.
As a result of our semantic interoperability approach, a local infrastructure (either a third-party service
or an OpenADR compliant service) are adapted to the DELTA data format and model. In addition, the
Knowledge Graph Publisher enables a SPARQL endpoint that allows interacting with the external
service by transparently reading the data of all its endpoints, or writing by sending data to them (in the
proper format and model), by means of a SPARQL query. The very same endpoint is present at the
CIM Client and, thus, any component from the DELTA platform will benefit from this interface,
facilitating the interaction among components.
3.2

Logical View

In this section, we present the logical view of the DELTA Virtual Node (DVN). The purpose of this
view is to, initially; provide a decomposition of the system into its constituent modules. This view also
illustrates how these modules are associated with each other to deliver the system’s functionality.
An initial version of the DVN’s logical (functional) view was presented in D1.2. In this document, we
illustrate extensions/modifications that were identified during the project’s ongoing development. In
Figure 34, we illustrate the updated version of the DVN’s decomposition into distinct modules. More
precisely, we have extended this view to include the components that were introduced in Section 3.1.3,
as well as, two additional modules: 1) a “Local Data Store”, and 2) a “Validation Service”, which we
introduce in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively.
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Figure 34: Logical decomposition of the DELTA Virtual Node to its
constituent modules.
3.2.1 Local Data Store
This component is responsible for the storage and efficient retrieval of the DVN’s hard state, i.e., data
that in the absence of any component’s activation will remain unchanged or "hard" for an unbounded
time period.
In Figure 35, we present the decomposition of this module to its constituent sub-modules. As is
illustrated, this module employs a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), which, apart
from standard ACID semantics, i.e., atomicity, consistency, integrity and durability, allows for
efficient and complex queries on the data that it maintains. The storage and query functionalities of the
RDBMS sub-module are involved in the operation of all of the DVN’s modules, apart from the
Validation Service and the CIM.
Furthermore, the Local Data Store module employs the local file system of the hosting machine to
store and retrieve read-only data in an efficient manner. The static nature of these data allow us to
employ this storage/retrieval scheme, without incurring the additional complexity of the RDBMS’s
internal operations. The local file system is used to store and retrieve DELTA’s JSON schemas, the
DVN’s configuration file and several append-only log files that are created by the DVN.
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Figure 35: Logical decomposition of the DVN’s Local Data Store
module.

3.2.2 Validation Service
The purpose of the Validation Service module is to guarantee that the data that are input to the CIM
are properly formatted and comply with the specifications of the JSON schemas pertaining to the
invoked interface. We illustrate the involvement of the Validation Service component via an example
where the CIM of a FEID publishes data to the CIM of the DVN that it is assigned to.

Figure 36: Activity diagram illustrating the involvement of the Validation Service on
input a historical consumption report to the DVN's CIM.
In Figure 36, we provide an activity diagram that illustrates the involved steps in validating input
payloads to a CIM for, e.g., a historical consumption report. We stress that steps 1 to 6, which
illustrate how the validation of input payloads takes place, are performed for any kind of input payload
that is received by a CIM, regardless of the exposed interface. Furthermore, Figure 37 illustrates the
involvement of the Local Data Store, which we introduced in Section 3.2.1. This component, in step 4,
retrieves the appropriate JSON schema from the local filesystem. Lastly, in step 9, the Local Data
Store employs its RDBMS sub-module to store the output of the Consumer/Prosumer Flexibility Data
Monitoring and Profiling module.
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3.2.3 Consumer/Prosumer Flexibility Data Monitoring and Profiling
In this section, we present the updated logical view of the Consumer/Prosumer Flexibility Data
Monitoring and Profiling module. illustrates the interfaces of this module.

Figure 37: Updated logical view of the Consumer/Prosumer Flexibility Data Monitoring
and Profiling module of the DELTA Virtual Node.
The flexibility and baseline forecasts, as well as, the historical consumption and generation inputs are
provided, over time, by the CIMs of the underlying FEIDs. As we illustrated in the previous section,
these reports are processed by this component and they are subsequently stored at the Local Data Store
module. The prior version of the DVN did not provide an entry point for the Aggregator, and more
specifically its “Energy Portfolio Segmentation & Classification” module, to assign or remove FEIDs
to/from DVNs. To facilitate this functionality, we have included two new interfaces “Assign FEID”
and “Remove FEID”, which we introduced in Section 3.1.2. Lastly, we have renamed the “Node
Profile” interface of this component to “FEID Profiles” to more accurately describe the functionality
of this interface which, based on the reports received by the underlying FEIDs, computes an energyrelated profile for each of them (Section 3.1.2).
3.2.4 Load Forecasting
In this section, we present the updated version of the Load Forecasting module. This component, as
illustrated in Figure 38, receives as input the FEID profiles, as they are computed from the
Consumer/Prosumer Flexibility Data Monitoring and Profiling module. It outputs a forecast profile for
the DVN, which is made available to the Aggregator by the “DVN Forecast Profile” interface.
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Figure 38: Updated logical view of the Load Forecasting module of the DELTA Virtual
Node.
To compute this forecast profile, the DVN, on the one hand, aggregates the reported forecasts of the
FEIDs that are assigned to it. On the other hand, it correlates the forecasts with the real historical
consumption values that the FEIDs report, as well as, their reliability, to minimize prediction errors
and allow for increased accuracy.
3.2.5 Consumer/Prosumer Clustering
In this section, we present the updated version of the Consumer/Prosumer Clustering module. This
component, as illustrated in Figure 39, receives as inputs the profiles of the FEIDs, the KPIs, which
are stored in DELTA’s Repository, the DR Signals and the corresponding transactions, where the
latter are provided by DELTA’s blockchain, involving the FEIDs that are assigned to the DVN.

Figure 39: Updated logical view of the Consumer/Prosumer Clustering module of the
DELTA Virtual Node.
The main purpose of this component is to group/cluster the FEIDs that are assigned to this DVN based
on a variety of characteristics, such as geolocation, generation, consumption and forecast profiles, as
well as, their reliability in regards to their participation and compliance to DR signals. These clusters
are dynamically updated when FEIDs deviate from the characteristics of the cluster.
3.2.6 Generation/Consumption Optimal Dispatch
In this section, we present the updated version of the Generation/Consumption Optimal Dispatch
module. This component, as illustrated in Figure 40, receives as inputs the FEID clusters and profiles,
as well as, DR signals that originate either from the Aggregator, or from other DVNs, as part of the
Inter/Intra Node matchmaking, which we discuss in the next section.
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Figure 40: Updated logical view of the Generation/Consumption Optimal Dispatch
module of the DELTA Virtual Node.
The main functionality of this module is to, initially; determine whether it can service the input DR
signals. Assuming it can, this module will then formulate a plan that will optimally employ its
assigned FEIDs by utilizing their profiles and the clusters it maintains. The output of this module is a
set of DR signals and corresponding energy-trading transactions targeted at the FEIDs that have been
selected to service/participate.
3.2.7 Inter/Intra Node Energy Matchmaking
In this section, we present the updated version of the Inter/Intra Node Energy Matchmaking module.
This component, as illustrated in Figure 41, receives as inputs the profiles of the DVNs, as they are
computed by the Aggregator’s Node Flexibility Data Monitoring and Profiling module, as well as,
status signals, clusters and profiles pertaining to the FEIDs that are assigned to the DVN.
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Figure 41: Updated logical view of the Inter/Intra Node Energy Matchmaking module of
the DELTA Virtual Node.
This module is activated when one or more FEIDs participating in DR events are found to deviate
from their target(s). Its functionality is twofold. First, it computes and publishes, via appropriately
encoded transactions that will be posted on DELTA’s blockchain, the penalties for the deviating
FEIDs and signed measurements that the FEIDs reported to the DVN that prove said deviation
occurred. Second, it formulates an alternative plan in order to address the aforementioned deviations.
This module will first attempt to employ other FEIDs that are assigned to it and emit appropriate DR
signals and transactions (Inter energy matchmaking). However, in cases where this is not deemed
possible, it will address the observed deviations by engaging in an Intra matchmaking protocol with
other DVNs. This decision making process will take into account various parameters, such as the
sector of each DVN, their forecast profiles and their reliability. Lastly, in cases where both of the
aforementioned approaches fail, this module will issue appropriately encoded reports, via its DR
signals and transactions interfaces, that will provide detailed information to the Aggregator in regards
to the observed deviations and incurred penalties to the involved customers/FEIDs
3.3

Deployment View

In this section, we present the topology of software components on the physical layer, as well as,
specifications regarding the connections between them. Figure 42 presents the deployment view
diagram of the DVN. The software components that comprise the DVN are deployed on a physical
device, i.e., a server machine, to which we refer to as DVN Server. As is illustrated in the figure, there
are several distinct processes -by processes we refer to executables that are loaded by the underlying
operating system, where each has its own distinct memory address space- that run on the hosting
machine. At the top most layer lies the CIM that is the gateway of, not only the DVN, but every
component of DELTA, to the P2P network. The CIM interfaces with the Knowledge Graph Service,
the Knowledge Graph Publisher and the Validation Service, all of which are separate processes, via
RESTful APIs. The DVN Agent is modelled as a monolithic, multi-threaded process that receives
JSON-LD payloads from the Knowledge Graph Service and the Knowledge Graph Publisher via its
Web Server component.
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Figure 42: Deployment diagram of the DELTA Virtual Node.

This component maintains a thread pool that is multiplexed to service, in parallel, input payloads by
calling appropriate functions of the components that comprise the DVN Agent. The DVN Agent’s
components interface with the DVN’s RDBMS, which is a separate process, via well-established and
standard APIs, which we introduce in the following section. Furthermore, we model the Operating
System of the host machine as a monolithic process and illustrate how the DVN Agent can access the
deployment specification files, such as the DVN Agent’s configuration file, via appropriate syscalls.
The same holds for the Validation Service as well in regards to accessing JSON schemas.
3.4

Development View

In this section, we illustrate the development view of the DVN. This view is also known as the
implementation view and uses UML Component and Package diagrams to describe system
components. Component diagrams depict how components are wired together to form larger
components or software systems. They illustrate the provided and required interfaces of each
individual component. Package diagrams use packages that represent the different layers of a software
system to illustrate the layered architecture of a software system. The dependencies between these
packages are typically adorned with labels to indicate the communication mechanism between the
layers.
In the following, we begin by presenting the DVN Agent’s component diagrams. Due to the
substantial number of interfaces and component interconnections, providing a single, unified diagram
would be uninformative due to its complexity. Instead, we partition it into multiple diagrams, where
each focuses on one of the main components of the DVN Agent and depicts its interconnections with
others. These diagrams, for each illustrated interconnection, specify their type, e.g., an HTTP Post or
Get in the case of a RESTful API, as well as, their fully qualified name. Dashed arrows indicate the
main flow of information and dashed lines entail bidirectional information flow. We refrain from
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depicting the external interfaces of the CIM, the Knowledge Graph Publisher and the Knowledge
Graph Service components, as these will be the main topic of D1.7.
3.4.1 Consumer/Prosumer Flexibility Data Monitoring and Profiling Component Diagram
In Figure 43, we illustrate the component diagram of the Consumer/Prosumer Flexibility Data
Monitoring and Profiling component of the DVN. A set of REST endpoints is exposed by the DVN’s
Web Server to the Knowledge Graph Publisher for all the reports that are issued by the CIMs of the
FEIDs assigned to the DVN. These are mapped to appropriate function calls/handlers that this
component exposes. The figure also illustrates the components interaction with the DVN’s RDBMS
component, in regards to the data queried.

Figure 43: Component diagram of the Consumer/Prosumer Flexibility Data Monitoring
and Profiling illustrating its interconnections with the DVN’s components.
3.4.2 Generation/Consumption Optimal Dispatch Component Diagram
In Figure 44, we illustrate the component diagram of the Generation/Consumption Optimal Dispatch
component of the DVN. A set of REST endpoints is exposed by the DVN’s Web Server to the
Knowledge Graph Publisher for the DR signals that are input and output to this component, as well as,
the output transactions. These are mapped to appropriate function calls/handlers that this component
exposes. The figure also illustrates the components interaction with the DVN’s RDBMS component,
in regards to the data queried.

Figure 44: Component diagram of the Generation/Consumption Optimal Dispatch
illustrating its interconnections with the DVN’s components.
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3.4.3 Load Forecasting Component Diagram
In Figure 45, we illustrate the component diagram of the Load Forecasting component of the DVN. A
REST endpoint is exposed by the DVN’s Web Server to the Knowledge Graph Publisher that allows
the Aggregator to query the DVN’s forecast profile. This is mapped to an appropriate function
call/handler that this component exposes. The figure also illustrates the components interaction with
the DVN’s RDBMS component, in regards to the data queried.

Figure 45: Component diagram of the Load Forecasting illustrating its
interconnections with the DVN’s components.

3.4.4 Inter/Intra Node Energy Matchmaking
In Figure 46, we illustrate the component diagram of the Inter/Intra Node Energy Matchmaking
component of the DVN. A set of REST endpoints are exposed by the DVN’s Web Server to the
Knowledge Graph Publisher that allow the DVN to receive data from the Aggregator regarding the
profiles of other DVNs, status signals, as well as, outputting this components produced DR signals.
These endpoints are mapped to appropriate function calls/handlers that this component exposes. The
figure also illustrates the components interaction with the DVN’s RDBMS component, in regards to
the data queried, as well as, the Knowledge Graph Service for receiving the appropriate transactions
from DELTA’s blockchain.

Figure 46: Component diagram of the Inter/Intra Node Energy Matchmaking illustrating
its interconnections with the DVN’s components.
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3.4.5 Consumer/Prosumer Clustering
In Figure 47, we illustrate the component diagram of the Consumer/Prosumer Clustering component
of the DVN. A set of REST endpoints are exposed by the DVN’s Web Server to the Knowledge Graph
Service that allow the DVN to receive data from DELTA’s repository, in regards to KPIs, and the
relevant transactions from DELTA’s blockchain. These endpoints are mapped to appropriate function
calls/handlers that this component exposes. The figure also illustrates the components interaction with
the DVN’s RDBMS component, in regards to the data queried.

Figure 47: Component diagram of the Consumer/Prosumer Clustering illustrating its
interconnections with the DVN’s components.
3.4.6 Development Environment
The DVN combines a variety of technologies, ranging from computationally-centered tasks, e.g.,
machine learning algorithms, interfacing with a plethora of components over a variety of APIs, such as
databases and web servers, as well as, processing payloads that are encoded in various formats, such
as JSON-LD and XML. Thus, it is of vital importance to select a programming language that is mature
and provides us with tools that can facilitate all of the aforementioned functionality.
Python is a widely used high-level programming language conceived in the late 1980s. Its remarkable
online community provides a large selection of libraries for integration in projects. It is a generalpurpose, dynamic programming language developed under an OSI-approved, open source license. It is
designed to emphasize code-readability and supports multiple programming paradigms including
object-oriented, imperative and functional programming. To this end, we chose Python as our main
programming language to develop the core component of the DVN, which is the DVN Agent. More
specifically, we will be using Python 3.x, as Python 2.7 will be discontinued at the start of 2020.
Python promotes modular programming, which is the process of breaking a large, unwieldy
programming task into separate, smaller, more manageable tasks. Individual modules can then be
cobbled together to create a larger application. Python provides two mechanisms that promote this
principle, i.e., packages and modules. Modules are simply Python files with a .py extension, where the
name of the module is the name of the file. A module can have a set of functions, classes or variables
defined and implemented. Packages are namespaces which can contain multiple packages and
modules themselves. They allow for a hierarchical structuring of the module namespace. In the same
way that modules help avoid collisions between global variable names, packages help avoid collisions
between module names. In Table 2, we provide a minimal set of top-level packages/libraries and
modules that the DVN Agent will employ to facilitate its functionalities. For each package, we provide
a short description to illustrate its provided functionality and relevance to the development process.
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Table 2 Descriptive list of top-level packages/libraries and modules involved in the
DVN agent's development.
Package Name

Description

Flask

Flask is a micro web framework written in Python. It is classified as a microframework because it does not require particular tools or libraries. It has no
database abstraction layer, form validation, or any other components where preexisting third-party libraries provide common functions. However, Flask
supports extensions that can add application features as if they were
implemented in Flask itself. Extensions exist for object-relational mappers, form
validation, upload handling, various open authentication technologies and
several common framework related tools.

Requests

Requests are an elegant and simple HTTP library for Python, built for human
beings. Requests allow sending HTTP/1.1 requests extremely easily. There’s no
need to manually add query strings to your URLs, or to form-encode your POST
data. Keep-alive and HTTP connection pooling are 100% automatic, thanks to
urllib3.

NumPy

NumPy is the fundamental package for scientific computing with Python. It
contains among other things:
 a powerful N-dimensional array object
 tools for integrating with other programming languages
 tools for linear algebra, numerical transformations and random number
capabilities
NumPy can also be used as an efficient multi-dimensional container of generic
data. Arbitrary data-types can be defined. This allows NumPy to seamlessly and
speedily integrate with a wide variety of databases. NumPy is licensed under the
BSD license, enabling reuse with few restrictions.

pandas

pandas is an open source, BSD-licensed library providing high-performance,
easy-to-use data structures and data analysis tools for the Python programming
language.

sklearn

Scikit-learn is a free software machine learning library for the Python
programming language. It features various classification, regression and
clustering algorithms including support vector machines, random forests,
gradient boosting, k-means and DBSCAN, and is designed to interoperate with
Python numerical and scientific libraries, such as NumPy.

configparser

The ConfigParser class implements a basic configuration language which
provides a structure similar to what’s found in Microsoft Windows INI files. It
can be used to write Python programs, which can be customized by end users
easily.

json

The json library can parse JSON from strings or files. The library parses JSON
into a Python dictionary or list. It can also convert Python dictionaries or lists
into JSON strings.

threading

The threading module constructs higher-level threading interfaces on top of the
lower level thread module of Python.

datetime

The datetime module supplies classes for manipulating dates and times in both
simple and complex ways. While date and time arithmetic is supported, the
focus of the implementation is on efficient attribute extraction for output
formatting and manipulation.

sys

This module provides access to some variables used or maintained by the
Python interpreter and to functions that interact strongly with it and the
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underlying operating system.

SQLAlchemy

SQLAlchemy is the Python SQL toolkit and Object Relational Mapper that
gives application developers the full power and flexibility of SQL. It provides a
full suite of well-known enterprise-level persistence patterns, designed for
efficient and high-performing database access, adapted into a simple and
Pythonic domain language.

In Figure 48, we illustrate how the packages/libraries and modules of Table 2 are composed to create
packages that expose functionality related to the operation of the DVN Agent. The WebAPI package
connects the gateway components of the DVN to its backend, i.e., the DVN Agent. This package
employs the Flask micro web framework to expose all the involved REST APIs of the DVN agent.
The requests package is used to access the JSON-LD payloads of the HTTP requests. To allow for
parallel processing of input payloads, which provides for increased scalability, the WebAPI package
follows a multithreaded approach by leveraging the appropriate threading package.

Figure 48: Package diagram of the DVN Agent.
The DVN Agent employs the parsing package to parse and extract data from its configuration file
(configparser) and its command line parameters (sys), which are relevant to its initialization, and its
input JSON-LD payloads. The JSON-LD payloads are used to construct objects that represent them in
a structured and easy to manipulate manner, e.g., a JSON-LD payload that reports historical
consumption is used to construct an instance of the appropriate class. The different types of classes
that capture all JSON-LD payloads that the DVN Agent can process are exposed by the DVNDBORM
package. Its sub-packages provide for a more fine-grained categorization of the exposed classes. For
instance, all classes that represent reports are encompassed in the ReportsDBORM package. Our
development follows the Object-to-Relational mapping approach, i.e., objects (class instances) are
directly mapped to relations (tables) of the underlying Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS). This is facilitated by the SQLAlchemy package which, apart from exposing the standard
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functionality and semantics of an RDBMS, provides, additionally, a level of abstraction to it. Put
simply, our implementation is not bound specifically to one particular RDBMS implementation. Thus,
we are able to transparently, e.g., move from PostgreSQL to MySQL without making any changes in
the DVN Agent’s code.
The AILinearNumericalHelper package exposes functionality that is relevant to the DVN Agent’s
more computationally-centered tasks. This package is used by the clustering, matchmaking, optimal
dispatch and profiling components of the DVN Agent, which process time series, solve linear
programs and use deep learning methods.
3.5

Security

In this section, we discuss issues related to various aspects of DELTA’s and the DVN’s security, as
well as, the DVN’s secure communication with other DELTA components. We provide a brief
overview of the employed mechanisms here, as they will be rigorously introduced and explained in
D5.1. The pillar upon which DELTA’s security infrastructure will be built is its identity service. All
entities that participate in DELTA’s ecosystem will be uniquely identifiable via a digital certificate
that is signed by DELTA’s Certification Authority (CA). Digital certificates are unforgeable data
structures that provide accurate information pertaining to the identity of an entity, as well as, a binding
to its public key, which is used to allow for a variety of cryptographic operations that facilitate secure
communication. This identity infrastructure will allow us to setup mutually authenticated, i.e., both the
sender and the receiver are authenticated to each other, TLS channels that provide for confidentiality
(privacy), integrity and authenticity of the transmitted payloads. Thus, data exchange over DELTA’s
peer-to-peer (P2P) network is secured against potential eavesdroppers and other malicious parties.
For the remainder part of this section, we focus on DVN-specific security issues. As we have already
illustrated in this deliverable, the DVN exposes a variety of endpoints that can be used to violate
various security principles of DELTA, such as the privacy of, not only end-users, but of the
Aggregator as well. We elaborate on this point via a simple example. The DVN exposes an endpoint
that allows it to receive input DR signals. Clearly, this endpoint should only be accessible to the
Aggregator and other DVNs. Thus, end-customers should not be able to (maliciously) call this
endpoint, as that would interfere with the Aggregator’s operations. To guard against such attack
vectors and others, DELTA will employ standardized methods for formalizing, in a machine readable
manner, a concrete list of access control policies that will define, in a nutshell, who can access what
and under which conditions. Lastly, we stress the importance of the word “local” regarding the DVN’s
Local Data Store module, which encompasses the RDBMS. We clarify that the DVN’s RDBMS will
be completely isolated from the outside world by appropriately configuring the: 1) RDBMS process to
not accept connections that do not originate from the host machine and, 2) firewall of the hosting
machine.
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4.

Conclusions

The deliverable presents all the available details for the functionalities and implementation of the
DVNP. The innovative services of the platform that can be offered to the user (Aggregator or
Customer) are presented along with the relevant graphical views from the user interface. The logical,
development and deployment views of the DELTA Virtual Node Platform and the DELTA Virtual
Node are described in detail. This information gives insights for the interoperability issues with the
other components and layers of the DELTA platform. The objective of the designed framework is to
enable and promote the concept of bi-directional communication between the Aggregator and the
customers via explicit or implicit DR signals. The architecture of the DVN will provide the
Aggregators with the ability to large and distributed groups of customers considering also the
attributes of district level resources (generation and/or consumption).
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ANNEX A: JSON Schemas
I. Assign FEID
The following JSON Schema describes the structure of the data that need to be contained in this
interface.
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@context": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"core": { "type": "string" },
"owl": { "type": "string" },
"saref": { "type": "string"},
"xsd": { "type": "string" },
"geo" : { "type": "string" }
},
"required": [ "core","owl","saref","xsd"]
},
"@graph": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": { "type": "string" },
"@type": {
"type": "array",
"items": [ { "type": "string"},{ "type": "string" }]
},
"core:hasAggregatedProperty": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": [ "@id" ]
},
"core:isLocatedAt": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": { "type": "string"}
},
"required": [ "@id"]
},
"core:href": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@value": { "type": "string" }
},
"required": [ "@value" ]
}
},
"required": [ "@id", "@type", "core:hasAggregatedProperty",
},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": { "type": "string" },
"@type": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{"type": "string" },
{"type": "string"}
]
},
"saref:hasValue": {
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"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@value": { "type": "string" },
"@type": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": [ "@value","@type"]
}
},
"required": [ "@id", "@type", "saref:hasValue"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": { "type": "string" },
"@type": {
"type": "array",
"items": [{"type": "string" }, { "type": "string" }]
},
"geo:location": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": { "type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@id" ]
}
]
},
"core:sectorName": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@value": { "type": "string" }
},
"required": [ "@value"]
}
]
}
},
"required": [ "@id", "@type", "geo:location","core:sectorName"]
},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string" },
"@type": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{"type": "string"}
]
},
"geo:latitude": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@value": {"type": "string" },
"@type": { "type": "string" }
},
"required": ["@value","@type" ]
}
]
},
"geo:longitude": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@value": { "type": "string" },
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"@type": { "type": "string"}
},
"required": [ "@value","@type"]
}
]
}
},
"additionalProperties": false,
"required": ["@id", "@type", "geo:latitude","geo:longitude"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string" },
"@type": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{ "type": "string" },
{ "type": "string"}
]
},
"saref:isRelatedToMeasurement": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": { "type": "string" }
},
"required": ["@id"]
}
]
}
},
"required": ["@id", "@type", "saref:isRelatedToMeasurement"]
}
]}
},
"required": [ "@context", "@graph"]
}

Based on the JSON Schema and the ontology concepts, the following code depicts an example of this
JSON-LD interface. This example represents a FEID with IP address 140.40.45.105 and port 8988,
located in a particular location inside a sector. In addition, the example also shows how to represent
some properties measured by the FEID.
{
"@context": {
"core":"http://delta.linkeddata.es/def/core#",
"owl":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#",
"saref":"https://w3id.org/saref",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"geo": "http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#"
},
"@graph": [
{
"@id": "core:FEID01",
"@type": [
"owl:NamedIndividual",
"core:FEID"
],
"core:hasAggregatedProperty":
{"@id": "core:energy1"}
,
"core:isLocatedAt":
{"@id": "core:sectorA"}
,
"core:href":
{"@value": "140.40.45.105:8988"}
},
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{
"@id": "core:Measurement1",
"@type": [
"owl:NamedIndividual",
"core:Measurement"
],
"saref:hasValue":
{
"@value": "150.1",
"@type": "xsd:decimal"
}
},
{
"@id": "core:sectorA",
"@type": [
"owl:NamedIndividual",
"core:Sector"
],
"http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#location": [
{"@id": "core:sectorALocation"}
],
"core:sectorName": [
{"@value": "Sector A"}
]
},
{
"@id": "core:sectorALocation",
"@type": [
"owl:NamedIndividual"
],
"http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#latitude": [
{
"@value": "2.236789",
"@type": "xsd:decimal"
}
],
"http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#longitude": [
{
"@value": "40.515673",
"@type": "xsd:decimal"
}
]
},
{
"@id": "http://delta.linkeddata.es/def/core#storage1",
"@type": [
"owl:NamedIndividual",
"core:Energy"
],
"saref:isRelatedToMeasurement": [
{"@id": "core:Measurement1"}
]
}
]
}

II. Remove FEID
The following JSON Schema describes the structure of the data that need to be contained in this
interface.
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@context": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"core": {"type": "string" }
},
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"required": ["core"]
},
"@graph": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"id": {"type": "string"},
"type": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{"type": "string"},
{ "type": "string"}
]
},
"core:feidId": { "type": "string"}
},
"required": ["id", "type", "core:feidId"]
}
]
}
},
"required": [ "@context","@graph"]
}

Based on the JSON Schema and the ontology concepts, the following code depicts an example of this
JSON-LD interface. This example represents a FEID with its ID, which is the data needed to exchange
in this interface.
{
"@context": {
"core":"http://delta.linkeddata.es/def/core#"},
"@graph": [
{
"id": "http://delta.linkeddata.es/def/core#FEID01",
"type": [
"owl:NamedIndividual",
"core:FEID"
],
"core:feidId": "FEID01"
}
]
}

III. FEID Profile
The following JSON Schema describes the structure of the data that need to be contained in this
interface.

{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@context": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"core": {"type": "string"},
"saref": {"type": "string"},
"om": {"type": "string"},
"xsd": {"type": "string"},
"@graph": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
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"@id": {"type": "string"},
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"core:hasProfile": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@id"]
}
},
"required": [
"@id",
"@type",
"core:hasProfile"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"},
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"core:hasPeriod": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@id"]
},
"core:isAbout": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@id"]
}
},
"required": ["@id", "@type", "core:hasPeriod", "core:isAbout"]
},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"},
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"core:hasMeasurement": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@id"]
}
},
"required": ["@id","@type","core:hasMeasurement"]
},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"},
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"core:hasValue": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"@value": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@type", "@value"]
},
"saref:isMeasuredIn": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@id"]
}
},
"required": ["@id", "@type", "core:hasValue", "saref:isMeasuredIn"]
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},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"},
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"core:hasBeginning": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@id"]
},
"core:hasEnd": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@id"]
}
},
"required": ["@id", "@type", "core:hasBeginning", "core:hasEnd"]
},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"},
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"xsd:inXSDDate": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"@value": {"type": "string"}
},
"required": ["@type","@value"]
}
},
"required": ["@id","@type","xsd:inXSDDate"]
},
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@id": {"type": "string"},
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"xsd:inXSDDate": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"@type": {"type": "string"},
"@value": {"type": "string"
}
},
"required": ["@type","@value"]
}
},
"required": ["@id","@type","xsd:inXSDDate"]
}
]
}
},
"required": ["core","saref","om","xsd"]
}
},
"required": ["@context"]
}

Based on the JSON Schema and the ontology concepts, the following code depicts an example of this
JSON-LD interface. This example represents a FEID with its ID and its corresponding profile, which
is the data needed to exchange in this interface.

{
"@context": {
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"core": "http://delta.linkeddata.es/def/core#",
"saref": "https://w3id.org/saref#",
"om": "http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/om-1.8#",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"@graph": [
{
"@id": "FEID01",
"@type": "core:FEID",
"core:hasProfile": {
"@id": "Profile1"
}
},
{
"@id": "Profile1",
"@type": "core:Profile",
"core:hasPeriod": {
"@id": "TimeInterval1"
},
"core:isAbout": {
"@id": "Energy01"
}
},
{
"@id": "Energy01",
"@type": "core:Energy",
"core:hasMeasurement": {
"@id": "Measurement1"
}
},
{
"@id": "Measurement1",
"@type": "core:Measurement",
"core:hasValue": {
"@type": "xsd:float",
"@value": "78.2"
},
"saref:isMeasuredIn": {
"@id": "om:watt"
}
},
{
"@id": "TimeInterval1",
"@type": "core:TemporalEntity",
"core:hasBeginning": {
"@id": "Instant01"
},
"core:hasEnd": {
"@id": "Instant02"
}
},
{
"@id": "Instant01",
"@type": "core:Instant",
"xsd:inXSDDate": {
"@type": "xsd:date",
"@value": "2019-01-01"
}
},
{
"@id": "Instant02",
"@type": "core:Instant",
"xsd:inXSDDate": {
"@type": "xsd:date",
"@value": "2019-01-02"
}
}
]
}
}
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